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Abstract: The most important principle for organization is permanence and development. Today, for
permanence in the stage of competition, creativity is vital and important work [1]. One of the effective factors
in creativity is manager's organization attitude. One of the unique characteristic of human is his enjoyment from
attitude. Human being could rule over the variable and complex environment by his thinking and continuing
his life. People think with their especial style about circumstances facts [2]. If we acquaint with people’s
attitude, we can better find how the other think do. These facts will help us to communicate with others and this
makes us possible to express our thought as this can be compatible with their attitude. This article studies the
relationship between the kinds of attitude and managers organizational creativity in Islamic Azad Universities
in the West of Mazandaran Province. The researcher method was a kind of correlation and collected Data and
information were done by questionnaire and its results was analyzed by descriptive and inferential statistics
and SPSS software was used for test. The results show that the emphasis of the main hypothesis to confirm
with two secondary hypotheses, it means, there are meaningful relation between synthetic attitude and
functional styles with managers organizational creativity and there are not meaningful relation between
analytical, realist idealist thinking styles.
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INTRODUCTION In this article, the aim of attitude style is a tool for

In educational matters, attention to the attitude has more activity. It was derived of Harrison and Bramson’s
the most important. Because the aim of the education is to definition. Thinking helps to people to be compatible with
give power the person on logical, clear attitude in order to the work environment. If managers in an office have a
solve  the  problems  and life difficulties and organizing good behavior with his staff, possibly, the positive
the  last  experiences and then to get success for the attitude will create in them (with regard to supervision and
future [3]. organization). Positive attitude to be caused the

Also in managerial studies, discussion about attitude compatibility of people with environment, the organization
style, managers perception methods has earn marked the of their work place and it prepares the base of their next
especial center to its [4]. Vailez in (1992) expresses in a behaviors. About that, analytic thinking was identifies in
definition of thinking style: Thinking style is personality it. The people with synthetic attitude style believed each
behavioral models to appear in organizational activities person has especial theory and view point for himself and
and work, continually and others to know him by virtue of there are not two people that reality to be the same for
it.  The  effective varieties on the forming of attitude them. People with synthetic attitude style to leave an
styles to consist of culture, age, sex, the parent's attitude impression on high standard and aims and they have
style, job [6]. worth attitude to manager and human.

Thinking style is an idea to express about people, In the role of manager, an organization is seeking for
things or events. In the other words, it is the reflected argument and uniformity between people. Functional
feeling of people about one thing [7]. people often to present much with the nature and speed

compatibility of a person with his environment and doing
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in success with the others attitude. They, people, do not creativity.  The  first  element of related skills to the area
have long term and the great programs but they intend to or  subject  consist  of  attitude, knowledge, recognition
be short term and functional thinkers to have step by step to  the reality,  the  principle  and  viewpoint  of its
approach to the life. Annalistic people apparent are calm, subject  that  this  obtains  by  realist brilliant, Experian
exacting and possibly cold and rarely predictable. They and  training  in  its area. Creativity consists of the
see the world regular and logical. Realistic people intend element and different section. Teresa Amiable, the
to have powerful and honesty appearance, their most chancellor  of  Harvard  University  of  business of
important strategy is experimental discoveries which are college researches center express about the second
realistic construction [8]. principle. It means:

One of the arguments about attitude discussion is
creativity. Taylor (1988) says: Creativity is the forming of The Related Skills to Creativity: If a person to obtain
experiences in organization which is new. Gilford would creativity skills (like the answer of question) he can uses
has knew creativity with divergent attitude (to get a new the new method of subject skills or he increases them or
approaches for solving problem) a synonymous against he obtains the better method of subject skills or he
convergent attitude to get a correct answers [9]. increases them or he obtains the better methods for their

Attitude style is a point view to express about using.
people, things or events. In other word, its reflecting of The third element is related skills in motivation which
the kind of people feeling about one thing [7]. is one of the most part of creativity and determines that

In this article, the aim of creativity is the ability of what will exactly do the staffers [9]. Acquaintance of
different ideas in a unique method to have an unusual person with attitude style can develop his strategies in
communication between different ideas [10]. decision-making and the question response and it is
Organizational  creativity  consists  of  presentation of caused to reduce the false decisions. From the highest
thinking, a new design in order to improve the quality or level of governmental organizations to the lowest degree
quantity of organization and innovation. Increasing of educational staff in an institute to need educational
creativity in an organization can be led to the increasing manager with the correct attitude, logical, useful and
quantity and service quality and reducing costs and creativity styles [11].
preventing of losing resource, reducing bureaucracy, The aim of this research is to investigate the
increasing competition, increasing productivity, relationship between the kind of attitude style and the
motivation and occupational satisfaction in staffers [11]. organizational creativity of managers in Islamic Azad
The business college of Harvard universities know 3 Universities in the West of Mazandaran Province and
elements of related skills to the area or matter and related evaluation and measurement of each variable in this
skills  to  motivation  and  creativity  as  the  main  part of organization.

Table 1: Literature Review of Research
Title Method Results, Findings
The study of attitude relation and creativity in Regression Attitude style has direct relation with total view point
371 men (18-19 years old) and attitude style has negative relation with minimum viewpoint.
The study of relationship between science talent Regression The comparison of attitude styles can be the important 
and attitude styles in globe component of science talent.
The comparison of teachers attitude styles and Casual-Comparative Teachers and female students prefer synthetic and analytic style
female and male students than his male competitor and also male teachers prefer synthetic

and pragmatist style than female teachers.
The study of relationship between management Regression There are relationships between attitude styles and managers
compatibility and attitude style in governmental compatibility and in attitude styles many manager conducts 
organizations managers on based pragmatism and combinational attitude style in

management organization.
The study of creative management role in an important Case study There are relationship between creative management and preparation
teacher teaching method in High school and performance of teachers curriculum design
The study of teacher’s attitude about female Case study There are meaningful relations between attitude styles and 
managers of managerial styles managers compatibility. Often High school female managers have

consultative style and the other style have a low ratio.
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Research Hypothesis relation between dependent variable of organizational
Main Hypothesis: creativity and functional and combinational attitude styles

There are relationship between managers of organizational creativity with synthetic attitude styles,
organizational creativity and the kind of attitude analytic and realist style (r=0.353) The most correlation
styles. belongs to the positive correlation of organizational
There are relationship between managers of creativity with functional attitude style (r=0.469).
organizational creativity and synthetic attitude style.
There are relationship between organizational There are meaningful and negative correlation
creativity and analytic attitude style. between combinational attitude style with
There are relationship between organizational organizational creativity (r=-0.469, p=0.000).
creativity and realist attitude style. There are not meaningful correlation between
There are relationship between organizational synthetic attitude style with organizational creativity
creativity and synthetic attitude style. (r=-0.010, p=0.441).

MATERIALS AND METHODS between functional attitude style and organizational

This research is on based the aim of applied type and Theer is not meaningful correlation between realist
according to the method of correlation-descriptive attitude styles with organizational creativity (r=0.003,
statistical universe was formed by all managers of the p=0.483).
West Islamic Azad universities in Mazandaran province. The summery for regression analysis has shown in
According to received statistics, the number of managers Table in step by step method for predicting creativity
who took up in these organizations is 259 subjects that on based attitude styles (r=0.060, p=0.197).
the sample calculated 202 subjects by using Morgan and
Korjsi Table. The data was collected by questionnaire As it is seen, the model in the first step has initiated
among samples. The answer of all dependent and the score of combinational attitude style and this variable
independent variable in questionnaires had selected could explain about 0.22 variance away. In the other word,
validity because the view of experts was applied in this this variance has increased about 57 of variance.
field. Alfa Cronbakh coefficient which calculated by SPSS (F) Variance analysis in each two models in %1 level
Software is equal 0.91 and calculated the end coefficient is meaningful. It means: There are meaningful different
for  each  component  is  more than 0.7, so it is concluded between two variance of combinational attitude style and
that questionnaire has a suitable ending. functional attitude style in creation of organizational

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION According to above results and F meaningful in

This article is to intend to investigate the relation of regression equation can be written for model 1 as below:
the type of managers’ attitude style and its organizational
creativity.  For  this  purpose,  one main hypothesis and y = a + b x
5 secondary hypothesis was designed. In referential
static, for the main hypothesis test from multi regression Which by coefficient substitution in above formula
was used step by step method and correlation coefficient of equation, the prediction of organizational creativity =
was used for investigating secondary hypothesis. In the 250.613+ (-1.337) (combinational attitude style).
main hypothesis was claimed that there are meaningful According to gradient quality in above formula,
relation between the kind of attitude styles and managers whatever the rate of combinational attitude style is least,
organizational creativity. The result of correlation the most quantity will predict for creativity of
coefficient has been done between variables of attitude organization. Also, according to the model 2 in above
style and organizational creativity. Table 4, regression equation as follow:

Main Hypothesis: There are relationship between the kind Organizational creativity = Basic quantity + gradient
of managers’ attitude style and their organizational (combination attitude style) +gradient (functional attitude
creativity. The data shows there are meaningful linear style).

but there are not meaningful and linear relation between

There are meaningful and positive correlation

creativity (r=0.353, p=0.000).

creativity.

variance analysis Table 3 and T in above Tables 4,

1 1
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Table 2: The opposite correlation for organizational creativity and predicted variable attitude styles

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

Organizational creativity **-0.469 -0.010 **-0.353 -0.003 0.060

Predicted variables

1-synthetic attitude style - **0.207 *-0.133 -0.044 -0.112

2-Idealist attitude style - - *0.131 0.031 -0.011

3-Functional attitude style - - - 0.056 *-0.099

4-Analytic attitude style - - - - *0.144

5-Realist attitude style - - - - -

P*<0.05 p**<0.01

According to Table 2 Data, the research hypothesis can be investigated

Table 3: The summery of regression analysis for creativity prediction on based attitude styles (N=202)

Step Predicted variable R R R SED2 2

1 Combinational attitude style 0.469 0.220 0.216 24.767

2 Functional attitude style 0.353 0.306 0.299 23.416

The above Table shows the summery of the model

Table 4: Step by step regression analysis coefficient for prediction of organizational creativity on based attitude styles

Model Variance B SED B t p

1- Basic number 250.613 8.746 - 28.655 0.000

Combinational attitude style -1.337 0.178 -0.469 -7.512 0.000

2- Basic number 197.136 13.563 - 14.535 0.000

Combinational attitude style -1.224 0.170 -0.430 -7.214 0.000

Functional attitude style 0.836 0.168 0.296 4.976 0.000

Organizational creativity = 197.136+ (-1.224) (attitude CONCLUSION
style) + (0.836) (fundamental attitude style).

According to the gradient quality, whatever the
quantity of combinational attitude style to be the least
than functional attitude style, the best components are for
prediction of organizational creativity.

According to the results from Table 3, the quantity of
standard coefficient is related to -0.469 combinational
attitude style and standard coefficient of 0.296
fundamental attitude style shows that combinational
attitude style have more effect on organizational
creativity, functionally and inversely. And in lieu of one
unite addition in combinational attitude style to -0.469
amount reduces from organizational creativity and in lieu
of one unite addition in functional attitude style to 0.296
amount is added to organizational creativity.

As it is seen, Tamount in functional and
combinational attitude style is in order 4.974 and -7.512
and this numbers shows that correlation between
combinational attitude style and organizational creativity
is inverse and meaningful and correlation between
functional attitude style and organizational creativity is
directly meaningful.

This article was presented by 5 components model of
Bramson, Herison (2002) attitude style (combinational
attitude style, synthetic, functional, analytic, realist) as
predicted variable which the results show the main
hypothesis claim to be confirm with two secondary
hypothesis. It means: There are meaningful relation
between combinational attitude style  and  functional
style with managers’ organizational creativity and
synthetic, realistic and analytic attitude style are not
meaningful relationship with  organizational  creativity.
For this viewpoint, it is compatible with Mohammad
Moghimi article (2008) which is under the title “The study
of relationship between management compatibility and
attitude style in governmental organizations and the
received results and confirmed hypothesis is the same
with their research while this article has been done in
educational environment and it is led to improvement of
educational development process and it is a factor to
develop the educational organization and it will be
effective beyond favorable social changes and conscious
attempt.
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Suggestions: Recognition of people’s attitude style at the 4. Hashemi, A.,  2009. The study of relationship
beginning of selection of job is caused to be easy forming between the kind of attitude with High school
toward organization aims. So, it is better the mentioned managers creativity in lamord Province. Private
organization to prepare arguments in this connection. Website.www.dr_hashemi.com.

It is suggested to pay attention in occupying people capital in the Relationship between Human Capital
in jobs and different positions in functional and and  Career    Mobility,    J.    Intellectual  Capital,
combinational attitude style in order to be selected 6(2): 191-205.
the best people by this way and; however, the strong 6. Hasanpoor, O.B., 2010. Determination of the
present and satisfaction of staff to be considered. characteristics of work creating on based attitude
Recognition of managers with functional and styles and self-confident in order to present a model
combinational attitude styles and encouraging them for improvement of work creating in high schools
by giving more freedom and interfering them in manager in the East of Mazandaran Province. M.A
decision making which is related to creation of thesis, Tonekabon Islamic Azad University, humanity
creative place in universities. college, Educational science Department.
To be acquainting managers with philosophy of 7. Haghighi, M.A., 2008. Organizational Behavior
organizational creativity, purposes, characteristics Management, Tehran: samt publication.
and its positive results by celebrations, articles and 8. Harrison, A.F. and R.M. Bramson, 2002. The art of
encouraging managers to collecting information in thinking. Berkley Publishing Group.
this connection and its publishing in related ISBN780425183319.
publication to the universities. 9. Rezvani, F., 2008. The study of relationship between
Educational courses to be hold for acquainting with managers’ attitude in the change and their
the kinds of attitude style for all staff and the suitable organizational creativity in Islamic Azad Universities
condition in an organization to be prepared that all in Mazandaran Province.MA. thesis, educational
attitude styles to have the development opportunity science Department, Tonekabon, Islamic Azad
and its attitude characteristics. University.
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